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Designer Needles
Pattern Number: BK4k0505007

Free Craft Pattern from Lion Brand Yarn
Lion Brand® Microspun  Lamé
Designer Needles
Pattern Number: BK4k0505007
SKILL LEVEL: Easy (Level 2)
SIZE: One Size
Varies, based on components.
CORRECTIONS: None as of Sep 19, 2016. To check for later updates, click here.

MATERIALS
• 910148 Lion Brand Microspun Yarn:
Turquoise
1 Ball
• 960170 Lion Brand Lame Yarn: Gold
1 Ball
• Additional Materials
Beads, washers or other items with at least¼
inch (.9 mm) diameter center hole
Small quantities of LION BRAND MICROSPUN
or GLITTERSPUN yarn sufficient for
decoration
Hot melt glue and glue gun
. Pattern uses very small quantities of yarn.

*Microspun (Article #910).
100% MicroFiber Acrylic;
package size: 2.50oz/70.00
gr. (168yds/154m) pull skeins

*Lame (Article #960). 65%
rayon, 35% metalized
polyester; package size:
0.67oz/19.00 gr. (75yds/67m)
pull skeins

GAUGE:

Exact gauge is not essential to this project.
NOTES:
Select washers, found beads and other components that can fit on
the needles. A few of the items we found were:
1. #10 Brass Finish Washers (great for the top end because they fit
nicely around the ferrule of the needle!)
2. ¼ inch Flat Brass Washers
3. Polymer Clay Beads
4. Hollow glass beads with large internal diameter holes (from a
necklace bought at a garage sale)

KNITTING NEEDLES
1. Slide the beads onto the knitting needle, arranging them as is attractive

2. Use hot melt glue to secure the beads.
3. Trim with Microspun or Glitterspun yarn as appropriate (in the example, the black is LION BRAND Glitterspun yarn and
the blue is LION BRAND Microspun yarn. You can use yarn as a spacer if the components do not fit tightly. Secure the
yarn with hot melt glue.

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of individual knitters and
crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.

We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, email support is
available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!
For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258YARN (9276) any time!
When in New York City, visit the Lion Brand Yarn Studio where we have the largest selection of our yarns
anywhere and over 100 classes and events monthly.
34 West 15th Street, NY, NY 10011
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